Abstract -A key trend facing extreme-scale computational science is the widening gap between computational and I/O rates, and the challenge that follows is how to best gain insight from simulation data when it is increasingly impractical to save it to persistent storage for subsequent visual exploration and analysis. One approach to this challenge is centered around the idea of in situ processing, where visualization and analysis processing is performed while data is still resident in memory. This paper examines several key design and performance issues related to the idea of in situ processing at extreme scale on modern platforms: scalability, overhead, performance measurement and analysis, comparison and contrast with a traditional post hoc approach, and interfacing with simulation codes. We illustrate these principles in practice with studies, conducted on large-scale HPC platforms, that include a miniapplication and multiple science application codes, one of which demonstrates in situ methods in use at greater than 1M-way concurrency.
Introduction
As Hamming observed in 1962, the purpose of computing is insight, not numbers [1] . However, the widening gap between computational capacity and I/O capacity results in an increasingly challenging scenario for gaining insight. As the amount of data computed increases, less and less of it is actually stored and analyzed. It is this concern, well documented by experts in the field (c.f., [2] ), that motivates this work.
The focus of this paper is on examining issues related to solving that problem: how to enable deriving insight despite the diminishing opportunity to do so. So-called in situ methods, those that perform analysis and visualization on computed data while still resident in memory, have shown promise for some time, and are becoming an increasingly important part of the computational landscape as the FLOPS-to-I/O gap continues to widen. Recent work in this space includes examples of in situ methods being applied to various computational science problems, as well as the emergence of production-quality in situ software infrastructure.
In this paper, we examine and provide insight into key questions related to the design, use, and application of in situ methods and infrastructure. Given that computational science applications tend to be "memory hungry" and strive to achieve the best possible performance (runtime, use of system resources like memory), how much overhead is associated with use of in situ methods and infrastructure? How do these characteristics change over varying levels of concurrency? Is there variation in these characteristics across platforms? Is it possible to achieve some level of portability, where a given in situ method might be used in multiple in situ infrastructures, or, conversely, might it be possible for a given computational science application to make use of any number of in situ infrastructures with little or no code modification?
Our approach to answering these performance-related questions is to conduct analysis studies that use a lightweight miniapplication, multiple in situ infrastructures, and multiple in situ methods of varying computational complexity. We evaluate the performance of these codes on multiple contemporary HPC platforms and at varying levels of concurrency, taking performance measurements that provide insights into questions related to their runtime and memory overhead. Next, we extend these studies by applying the same methodology with multiple contemporary computational science codes run at high concurrency on multiple contemporary HPC platforms. The concurrency levels range from routine, from thousands to tens of thousands cores, to the extreme, where one application is run at million-way concurrency.
For the portability question, our approach centers around the idea of a lightweight, generic data interface. This interface provides the ability to bridge between simulation and in situ infrastructure or methods in a way that supports highly efficient, zero-copy operation. We show that this approach results in negligible performance overhead even at high concurrency, and has the potential for broad applicability.
The contributions of this paper are as follows. We present a comprehensive study showing the cost of in situ at scale on modern HPC platforms. For this study, we use a carefully designed miniapplication coupled with multiple in situ infrastructures invoking multiple in situ methods. The choice of miniapplication and in situ methods reflects design and execution patterns representative of common scientific workloads. We present a new, generic in situ interface, which makes it possible to instrument a simulation code once and then have it make use of any number of in situ infrastructures. Additionally, developers of in situ methods may write them once, and reasonably expect them to run in any number of in situ infrastructures. Finally, we demonstrate these methods and designs with three different science applications run at scale on current extreme-scale computational platforms. One of these examples is run at greater than 1M-way concurrency.
Background and Previous Work 2.1 Terminology and Concepts
For the sake of brevity, we use the phrase scientific data management, analysis/analytics, and visualization, and the acronym SDMAV, to refer to any number of data-centric operations that could include visualization; analysis; and data processing operations like transformations, compression, subsetting, indexing.
Traditionally, the approach for performing SDMAV processing is a post hoc process, whereby simulation output is first written to persistent storage. Then, later, the SDMAV software will read the simulation output from persistent storage then perform its task.
The opposite of post hoc is a process whereby SDMAV processing happens without round-trip transit to persistent storage. There are many different ways to perform this type of operation. In situ approaches perform SDMAV operations on data while it is still resident in the same physical memory used by the simulation. In transit approaches involve some form of data movement from simulation memory to some other location, where it is then subject to SDMAV processing. "Some other location" could mean other nodes in the same system shared with the simulation, or it could mean a completely different platform. Over time, the phrase "in situ processing" has come to be generally accepted as an umbrella term that refers to both kinds of processing, both in situ and in transit.
We draw the distinction between in situ methods and in situ infrastructure. In situ methods are algorithms that perform some type of SDMAV processing, such as a method for statistical analysis or a method for visualization. An in situ infrastructure is more akin to a framework in which an in situ method would exist and run. Typically, but not always, the simulation code would interface to the method via a framework, which is then responsible for activities (if needed) like marshaling data movement, provisioning external resources, and so forth. This importance of this distinction will become apparent in later sections of this paper.
There are many more ways, or dimensions, that one can think about in situ processing that go well beyond in situ vs. in transit. These additional ways of thinking about the in situ space are summarized in a 2016 EuroVis STAR report [3] , and reflect the thinking of a rather large group of SDMAV researchers [4] .
Previous Work

Early In Situ Implementations
The idea of in situ processing is not new, though it has received renewed interest in recent years due to broad recognition of the widening gap between our ability to compute data and our ability to analyze it using traditional post hoc approaches [2] .
The idea of generating images without first writing data to persistent storage is as old as the field of computer graphics itself. In what may be the earliest known and documented example, Zajac, 1964 [5] computes the orbital path of two bodies and generates movie frames on-the-fly through a direct-to-film process. The NCAR Graphics Library [6] , originating in the 1960s, may be some of the earliest production-quality "in situ infrastructure and methods", and continues to be developed and used by a world-wide community today. It consists of a set of subroutine-callable methods for generating images/plots of scientific data. The NCAR Graphics Library has been widely utilized for both in situ and post hoc use cases.
Co-processing and Computational Steering
In the 1990s, the term "co-processing" was used to describe something very similar to what we refer to today as in situ processing. In a survey work in this space, Heiland and Baker, 1998 [7] , referred to such technology as "co-processing systems". That report focused on systems/methods that support interactive computation, computational monitoring and steering. The systems they surveyed-CUMULVS [8] , pV3 [9] , AVS [10] , and others-each have some visual data exploration and analysis dimension. A year later, Mulder, et al., 1999 [11] performed a similar survey that included several additional systems. These studies were useful in terms of providing an inventory of systems and their capabilities, but there was no concerted effort during this period to study the scalability of these systems nor their overhead they add to parallel simulation codes.
More recent work targets code development, execution, steering, and SDMAV processing capabilities into a single environment. The Cactus Code framework [12] consists of infrastructure for building codes (the "flesh") and then add-on components (the "thorns") that provide specific types of functionality. Cactus provides in situ visualization and analysis capability through this thorn mechanism. For example, one can view a Cactus-generated in situ visualization of simulation results while it is running by pointing a browser at a URL that is specific and unique to that simulation run. Similarly, SCIRun [13] is a problem solving environment for interactive construction and in situ steering of simulations.
Contemporary In Situ Frameworks
In the present day, there are four production-quality in situ infrastructures, GLEAN, Catalyst, Libsim, ADIOS, which are described below. In brief, these four all run at scale on modern HPC platforms, and are actively developed and supported efforts.
ParaView Catalyst [14] (aka Catalyst) is an in situ analysis and visualization library that enables using ParaView's visualization capabilities in in situ workflows. Applications can use Catalyst to execute complex analysis pipelines in step with the simulation, as well as connecting with the ParaView GUI for live, interactive visualization. To minimize memory footprint, Catalyst libraries are available in various flavors, called Editions [15] , that only enable components of ParaView used in the analysis pipelines.
Libsim [16, 17] is a library that makes available the full complement of features from VisIt so they may be used in situ. Libsim enables VisIt to connect interactively to running simulations for live exploration. Libsim can also be used directly to set up visualizations or it can use VisIt session files, which are XML files saved from the VisIt GUI, which can specify more complex visualizations. Once visualizations are set up, Libsim can save images for movie-making or it can save reduced-size data extracts for post hoc analysis.
ADIOS [18, 19] is an adaptive I/O service that is designed to allow applications to easily change between different I/O service providers. Only a tweak to the input parameters is needed to swap methods. This design allows for rapid conversion of post hoc analysis pipelines to in situ, in transit, or hybrid solutions by using one of the memory-tomemory "staging" methods, such as FlexPath or DataSpaces. The FlexPath transport used in this effort can support same-node, multi-node, or even multi-machine deployment configurations. Unlike Catalyst and Libsim, ADIOS does not include any of the analytics functionality itself; it marshals the memory and metadata to make such code self-describing and adaptable to new situations. As such, it can partner effectively with Catalyst, Libsim, and other analytics infrastructures to provide whatever tools the scientist currently needs.
GLEAN [20] is a flexible and extensible framework that takes application, analysis, and system characteristics into account to facilitate simulation-time data analysis and I/O acceleration. The GLEAN infrastructure hides significant details from the end user, while at the same time providing a flexible interface to the fastest path for their data and analysis needs and, in the end, scientific insight. It provides an infrastructure for accelerating I/O, interfacing to running simulations for in transit analysis, and/or an interface for in situ analysis with zero or minimal modifications to the existing application code base.
These contemporary in situ infrastructures share key traits with historical systems for "co-processing" and "computational steering". First, they all have an architecture that enables SDMAV processing but without writing data to persistent storage. In many cases, the frameworks do support writing data to persistent storage, but doing so is not a prerequisite for performing in situ SDMAV operations. Second, they all are "frameworks" in which individual "methods" are executed, including user-written methods. This architecture has proven useful in that it is modular, to support expansion and growth of new methods.
In this paper, we are focusing on the in situ infrastructure, with an eye towards gaining insight about key questions facing the community as we move forward into the exascale regime, which is characterized by increasing node-level and systemwide concurrency, shrinking per-core memory, and a widening gap between computational and I/O rates. These key questions focus on understanding the cost of using in situ systems in terms of performance and resource utilization, portability, scalability, and studies that include use at scale across multiple science applications.
Overcoming the Limitations of In Situ Approaches
While the idea of performing SDMAV processing in situ to avoid the cost of performing I/O is an attractive one, it does come with some limitations. Specifically, one typically needs to set, a priori, the parameters for the SDMAV operation. If performing visualization, for example, then one would need to set the camera position, isocontouring level, and so forth before running the simulation code. If those parameters were set in a way that did not produce satisfying results, the simulation would need to be rerun with new parameters for the in situ SDMAV methods.
There is a substantial amount of prior work in this space going back around two decades, all of which centers around the idea of computing "explorable data products" that are much smaller than the full-resolution data, and that support varying degrees of post hoc interactive exploration. Globus, 1995 [21] proposed a model where data extracts could be generated in the simulation run to reduce the size of output, then later processed to generate visuals. More recently, Ye et al., 2013 [22] focused on facilitating flow-field visualization in an in situ setting, where post hoc interactions focus on changing viewpoint, doing block cutaways, or changing the lighting or color transfer function. Ahrens et al., 2014 [23] explore extracting many images and creating animations using the Cinema system.
While this research thrust of overcoming the limits of in situ methods is certainly important in terms of usability, this set of topics is not the primary focus of this paper. Methods that produce "explorable extracts" will be run in situ, most likely using one of the infrastructures we study ( §2.2.3), and future work in this area will be shaped, in part, by an understanding of the issues we study in this paper. Related, there has been little or no work at all on temporal in situ analysis. To that end, one of the in situ analysis methods we employ in our performance studies uses temporal analysis. This method, an autocorrelation calculation, performs a computation over time. It is described later in §3.3 and its performance studied in §4.1.
Simplified In Situ Interfaces
Ours is not the first effort to look at a simplified interface to in situ frameworks. Recent examples include Damaris/Viz [24] , Freeprocessing [25] and Strawman [26] . Damaris/Viz's API has sharing semantics for arrays to be used by both the simulation and the in situ application safely. The allocation is done through Damaris/Viz and works most efficiently when double-buffering is used when updating the simulation's data structures during time-stepping. Freeprocessing has the potential to completely avoid instrumenting a simulation code while enabling in situ computation. This is done by intercepting the results being written to disk and using that to construct the grids and fields. This has the potential for multiple data copies though as the simulation may make an initial data copy to prepare it for a specific file format and then another data copy from the file format to the in situ processing engine. Strawman supports Cartesian, rectilinear and unstructured grids and uses Conduit's [27] data model. It supports zero-copy arrays but requires a matching array layout.
Our work differs in that we are focusing on implementations that are computationally efficient and have a low-as-possible memory footprint.
Our approach to this issue ( §3.2) offers some unique advantages and capabilities. We leverage the VTK data model, which simplifies the process of interfacing different infrastructures together while maintaining computational efficiency. The sophisticated data model allows in situ infrastructures ( §2.2.3) to be chained together in interesting and desirable ways instead of each acting as individual data sinks. One of our contributions is a detailed study that examines the overhead of such an interface in terms of performance and memory footprint.
Implementation
Design Principles and Objective
The long-term goal of our work is to characterize the building blocks to design and refactor analysis codes on diverse in situ infrastructures as well as on a wide-variety of systems for diverse computational science simulations. Doing so will enable analysis algorithms to fully exploit the underlying concurrency and heterogeneity of the system. To achieve this objective, one needs to consider the parallel algorithmic patterns for our target science analysis; the implementation patterns to extract high-level of concurrency on the underlying hardware; and the in situ execution patterns to scale these analysis on the in situ infrastructures. Parallel algorithmic patterns define high-level abstractions to exploit concurrency in analysis computation for execution on a parallel machine such as structured and unstructured grids, spectral methods, particle methods, Monte Carlo methods, and graph traversal, as well as temporal dimensions of these. Implementation patterns help to realize algorithmic patterns via parallel software constructs. Common implementation patterns include SPMD, Map/Reduce, Master/Slave, Bulk Synchronous Parallel, Fork-Joins, and Task Lists. Execution patterns expose the underlying in situ infrastructure for in situ analysis. The goal is to understand the functional decomposition of the analysis and map it on to the execution pattern for improved performance. To realize this vision, we have designed an initial set of miniapplications and analyses to help us understand this spectrum.
SENSEI Generic Data Interface
There are two main challenges to using in situ analysis for advanced modeling and simulation workflows. First, on the simulation side, is the complexity of instrumenting simulation codes to use any in situ infrastructure. Presently, one has to instrument their simulation codes separately for each of the infrastructures. Each infrastructure has their own idiosyncrasies that the application developer has to endure, including mapping simulation data structures to the target infrastructure. Second, on the analysis side, analysis developers face the challenge of having to decide on the infrastructure in which to implement their analysis. It is not feasible to write analysis code once and use it in various infrastructure without modifications. The SENSEI generic data interface addresses both these key challenges. First, it provides application developers with a generic data interface that they then tailor for a particular use. Second, it provides analysis developers with a data model that they may use to write analysis routines. Both of these components are independent of the in situ infrastructure being used and hence provide both the simulation and the analysis routine isolation from which in situ infrastructure is being used. For example, if the application is instrumented with the SENSEI interface, application end-users can easily choose between ParaView/Catalyst and VisIt/Libsim for generating visualizations in situ. Furthermore, since ParaView/Catalyst and VisIt/Libsim both are treated as analysis routines under SENSEI, these visualizations can be run in situ, or in transit using ADIOS or GLEAN transparently.
This write once, use anywhere goal is only achievable when we have a mutually agreed platform for communicating the data between the simulation and analysis components -the data model. For the SENSEI interface, we selected the VTK data model [28] . The VTK data model is widely used in the scientific and engineering data analysis and visualization community, leveraged by visualization tools like ParaView [29] and VisIt [30] and hence already familiar to a broader community.
To minimize effort and memory overhead when mapping memory layouts for data arrays from applications to VTK, we enhanced the VTK data model to support arbitrary layouts for multicomponent arrays. VTK now natively supports the commonly encountered structure-ofarrays and array-of-structures layouts. This allows for mapping data arrays from application codes to the VTK data model without additional memory copying (zero-copy).
Besides the data model, the other components that comprise the SENSEI interface are simple and quite light weight. Fig. 1 shows the main components of the SENSEI interface. The data adaptor provides a mapping between simulation data structures and the VTK data model. The analysis adaptor passes the data described in form of VTK data objects to any analysis code, doing any necessary transformations. The in situ bridge is a simple mechanism to assemble the analysis workflow, i.e., to initialize the data adaptor and execute selected analysis routines.
To instrument an application with SENSEI, one provides a concrete implementation for the data adaptor API. The data adaptor API provides the analysis code with access to mesh and attributes arrays as needed. By providing an API that encourages lazy mapping to VTK data model for the mesh and attribute arrays, the data adaptor avoids any work to map simulation data to VTK data when not needed. Thus when no analysis is enabled, the SENSEI instrumentation overhead is almost nonexistent.
To add an analysis routine to SENSEI, one provides a concrete implementation for the analysis adaptor API. The analysis adaptor is provided an instance of the data adaptor that it may use to gain access to the simulation data through VTK data model.
Finally, the in situ bridge is simply an API and the corresponding implementation that the application developer implements to pass data and control to SENSEI during the application execution. A typical bridge implementation will initialize the data adaptor and one or more analysis adaptors during the initialization phase of the simulation; then for each time step pass the current simulation data arrays and any other metadata to the data adaptor and call execute on the analysis adaptors.
The analysis adaptor is also the mechanism for the SENSEI interface to connect with the different in situ infrastructures. For example, an analysis adaptor may use ADIOS to save the data out to an ADIOS BP file, or it may serve as a ParaView/Catalyst-based adaptor that starts up ParaView/Catalyst to process the data using ParaView/Catalyst data processing pipelines, including rendering. Allowing additional in situ infrastructures to be coupled via the SENSEI generic data interface, as depicted in Fig. 2 , provides a number of analysis techniques to map to future high-performance computing architectures.
The current limitations of the SENSEI interface are an incomplete data model and an immature analysis adaptor specification. The SEN-SEI interface will truly be simpler when more complex simulation data structures easily map to the SENSEI data model through the data adaptor. Although this study examined several analysis and visualization use cases, this is just the tip of an iceberg of analysis techniques, and the adaptor infrastructure must grow to accommodate the requirements of the others.
Mini Application and In Situ Analysis Methods
As a prototypical data source, we implemented a miniapplication, an MPI code in C++, that simulates a collection of periodic, damped, or decaying oscillators. Placed on a grid, each oscillator is convolved with a Gaussian of a prescribed width. The oscillator parameters are specified as the input, which is read and broadcast from the root process. The user also specifies the time resolution, duration of the simulation, and the dimensions of the grid, partitioned between the processes using regular decomposition. The code iteratively fills the grid cells with the sum of the convolved oscillator values; the computation on each rank takes O(mN 3 ) per time step, where m is the number of oscillators and N 3 is the size of the subgrid on the rank. The computation is embarrassingly parallel; optionally, the ranks may synchronize after every time step, but this synchronization is off in the experiments below.
As a simple analysis routine, we compute the histogram of the data. At any given time step, the processes perform two reductions to determine the minimum and maximum values on the grid. Each processor divides the range into the prescribed number of bins and fills the histogram of its local data. The histograms are reduced to the root process. The only extra storage required is proportional to the number of bins in the histogram.
As a prototypical time-dependent analysis, we compute autocorrelation. Given a signal f (x) and a delay t, we find x f (x) f (x + t). Starting with an integer time delay t, we maintain in a circular buffer, for each grid cell, a window of values of the last t time steps. We also maintain a window of running correlations for each t ≤ t. When called, the analysis updates the autocorrelations and the circular buffer. When the execution completes, all processes perform a global reduction to determine the top k autocorrelations for each delay t ≤ t (k is specified by the user). For periodic oscillators, this reduction identifies the centers of the oscillators. Each MPI rank performs O(tN 3 ) work per time step, where N 3 is the size of its subgrid, and maintains two circular buffers, each of size O(tN 3 ).
This particular miniapplication and these in situ analysis methods are representative of some, but not all, common design and execution patterns ( §3.1). This approach, of using miniapplications representative of larger, more complex workloads, is a commonly accepted practice in studying the performance of workloads on HPC systems (c.f., [31] ).
Results
The objective for the experiments we run is to shed light on the performance impact that in situ infrastructures and methods will have on codes. These results help to shed light on understanding "the cost of in situ" from several different vantage points. We are interested in the potential runtime and memory footprint impact of using in situ methods/infrastructures when used with a focused, limited-complexity miniapplication ( §4.1), as well as when used with contemporary science application codes run at extreme scale on modern architectures ( §4.2).
Mini Application Study
Methodology and Test Configurations
Objectives. The high level objective of the miniapplication tests in this section is to provide insight into the "cost of in situ processing." To do so, we run the miniapplication in several different configurations, described below, with/without an in situ workload, and with/without an in situ infrastructure and in situ workload.
Measurement methodology. To measure the impact, or overhead, of in situ methods and infrastructure, we are using two metrics in these tests: runtime and memory footprint. Runtime is measured as elapsed wall-clock time. Memory footprint is measured as the memory high water mark. In the case of parallel runs, the memory high water mark is the sum of the high water marks from all MPI ranks. We collect both measures for the various test configurations (below) and use them as the basis for gaining insight into the cost of in situ processing.
Platform and Problem Configuration. We ran these miniapplication tests on Cori Phase I at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). Cori Phase I is a Cray XC system based on Intel Haswell processors. It contains 1,630 compute nodes, each with two 2.3 GHz 16-core Haswell processors and 128 GB of memory. It utilizes the Cray Aries high speed dragonfly topology interconnect, and has a Lustre file system with 30 PB of disk and greater than 700 GB/second I/O bandwidth.
The miniapplication tests use a weak scaling configuration: at 812 (∼1K), 6496 (∼6K) and 45440 (∼45K) cores. The amount of work per core is the same as we go from 1K to 6K, but increases by about 100K degrees of freedom per core at the 45K level. The reason for the imbalance is due to an operational limit on Cori, where we were restricted to 1420 nodes/45K cores, but performed the amount of work per core originally planned for the 50K-core configuration. • Original: miniapplication with no SENSEI interface and no I/O.
In some test configurations, we do perform in situ analysis, but that coupling is done directly via subroutine call and does not use any in situ interface. The distinction of with vs. without analysis will be called out when needed in the subsections that follow.
• Baseline: miniapplication with SENSEI interface enabled, but no in situ analysis or I/O. This configuration is useful in measuring the overhead of the SENSEI data interface in isolation from other processing.
• Histogram: miniapplication with the SENSEI interface enabled, and connected directly to an in situ histogram calculation, but without any of the in situ infrastructures.
• Autocorrelation: miniapplication with the SENSEI interface enabled, and connected directly to an in situ autocorrelation calculation, but without any of the in situ infrastructures.
• Catalyst-slice: miniapplication with SENSEI interface enabled, and connected to Catalyst, which performs in situ rendering of a 2D slice from a 3D volume, then writes the image to disk.
• Libsim-slice: miniapplication with SENSEI interface enabled, and connected to Libsim, which performs in situ rendering of a 2D slice from a 3D volume, then writes the image to disk.
• ADIOS-FlexPath: miniapplication with SENSEI interface enabled, and connected to the ADIOS FlexPath in situ infrastructure. Within this miniapplication/in situ infrastructure combination, we further refine the configuration in §4.1.4 to include in situ workloads for histogram, autocorrelation, and Catalyst-slice.
Overview of Tests. We begin in §4.1.2 with a test that measures cumulative performance impact of the SENSEI interface over the course of an entire run where we perform an autocorrelation computation using two configurations: a subroutine-called version of the autocorrelation computation, and the Autocorrelation implementation. Next in §4.1.3, we go into more detail by using several different application configurations, and report both one-time (startup) costs as well as pertimestep costs. Similarly, in §4.1.4, we look at one-time (startup) and per-timestep costs, but using an ADIOS-based in transit configuration. We compare the cost of post hoc and in situ runs in §4.1.5.
Measuring Impact of SENSEI Interface
The focus of this test is to measure the impact to the miniapplication of the SENSEI generic data interface over the course of an entire run. This result gives a high-level view of the overall impact to the application of using the SENSEI interface over the course of the run. We compare the runtime and memory footprint of a the Original configuration with subroutine-called autocorrelation, and Autocorrelation configurations at varying levels of concurrency in a weak-scaling study. Looking at time-to-solution (Fig. 3) , and memory footprint (Fig. 4) , we see no measurable difference between the two. These results confirm the desired operation of a zero-copy data interface, which in this case is straightforward due to the fact both the miniapplication and the autocorrelation code are working with structured grids. These results could be different in cases where some additional effort is required to map from the source/simulation data model into the generic data model ( §3.2).
Miniapplication, Libsim, and Catalyst SENSEI-enabled Test Configurations
In this section, we examine performance more deeply by looking at multiple in situ miniapplication configurations. Due to some key differences, the ADIOS-FlexPath in transit configuration is the subject of §4.1.4. Our analysis consists of looking at runtime performance in terms of one-time costs (Fig. 5 ) and recurring costs (Fig. 6) , and memory utilization (Fig. 7) . Fig. 5 shows the one-time onetime costs for initializing the simulation and analysis, as well as finalization. Here, we see that the simulation initialization is negligible. The analysis initialization is minimal, although the Libsim-slice shows a ∼3.5 second initialization time on the 45K run. This overhead currently represents per-rank configuration file checks and can be removed with very little effort. The only finalization timing that is non-negligible is for the autocorrelation output and is due to a reduction operation that happens at the end of the computation. In Fig. 6 , we examine the per-timestep, recurring runtime measures. (As a forward reference, we later examine the overall performance metrics of these applications over their entire run in Fig. 12 , where we compare post hoc and in situ configurations.) In these figures, we see that the portion of the chart labeled "simulation," which is the oscillator miniapplication, exhibits nearly perfect weak-scaling runtime performance.
For the Catalyst-slice and Libsim-slice configurations, we are extracting a 2D slice from a 3D volume, then rendering the result using a pseudocoloring, or heatmap technique. Rendering is a two-stage process. First, only those ranks whose domains intersect the slice plane will extract and render the slice geometry. Second, there is a costly compositing operation that involves communication of image-sized buffers among a hierarchical set of ranks to ultimately produce a final composite image on a single rank, which then writes the image to disk. Catalyst and Libsim use different compositing algorithms, but both perform essentially the same task, and produce images of resolution 1920x1080 and 1600x1600 respectively. There are differences in the scaling characteristics between these two algorithms visible in Fig. 6 . These differences, while noticeable in these charts, are not of significant concern because scalable compositing is a challenging problem that can require significant tuning to optimize [32] . We have not endeavored to perform any specific tuning for compositing optimization as part of this study.
Looking at the memory utilization in Fig. 7 , we see the memory footprint at startup and at the high-water memory mark for each use case. The startup executable footprint is essentially the equivalent to the Baseline simulation runs for each of the in situ analysis and visualization use cases. In contrast, the high-water memory mark varies once again based on the specific in situ analysis. This high-water mark is the sum across all MPI ranks, so it is no surprise that the memory footprint grows with scale for all processing phases.
ADIOS-FlexPath SENSEI-enabled Test Configurations
The FlexPath transport [19] within ADIOS offers the ability to configure a set of resources for doing in situ computations in a number of configurations: on node (traditional in situ), across several nodes (in transit), or in hybrid combinations. For this paper, we study the performance of the Histogram, Autocorrelation, and Catalyst-slice configurations using an ADIOS FlexPath endpoint (as in Figure 2 ). For the purposes of these runs, we have deployed the endpoint onto the same nodes using Cori's slurm scheduler so that each core will have two hyperthreads: one for the simulation, and one for the analysis. This means that we use all of the same cores as the other in situ runs, but we will experience some additional perturbation due to the Linux scheduler utilizing both hyperthreads. Unlike the other methods discussed so far, the ADIOS FlexPath approach leads to having two different executables that are invoked. The simulation executable can be compiled and linked with the SENSEI infrastructure once, while the endpoint could be modified, recompiled, and redeployed in order to support changes to the intended analysis. Indeed, FlexPath allows for dynamic disconnection and reconnection, so that this could take place while the executable is running [33] , although we do not expect this to be a regular concern for SENSEI usage scenarios. As a result, we report two different timing schemes: those for the writer/simulation, and those for the endpoint/analysis. In Figure 8 , we see the costs associated with the writer. The timing for adios::advance is associated with updating the metadata between the writer and reader, and the adios::analysis timing is for transmission of data to the analysis reader as well as any blocking time if the reader is not yet ready. Note that we have not tuned the transport specifically for the hyperthreading shared memory environment; this same transport would also connect processes on separate nodes. We found that there was only an average of a 50% runtime penalty associated with the Catalyst-Slice operation compared to doing it inlined in the simulation code. This time counts the additional buffer costs, since the current FlexPath transport does not yet use zero-copy, as well as the penalty associated with co-scheduling the network and cores. A direction for future testing, which has shown promise on other hardware [34] , is to subdivide the cores on each node so that, for instance, one core per socket would be for analysis, and the other eleven cores would be for simulation. Additionally, this approach can smoothly transition to in transit deployments, simply by adjusting the launch batch script. 
Comparing In Situ and Post Hoc Configurations
The studies thus far have focused on gaining insight into the "cost of doing in situ processing" in various configurations. In this section, we look at the problem a little differently, and do a comparison of a use case done in situ with one done in post hoc fashion. We conduct tests that quantify the costs of doing post hoc processing in a way that parallels the post hoc use model. First, a code will write data to persistent storage, which has a cost, and that we report on a per-timestep basis (Fig. 10) . Later, an analysis or visualization code will read that data from persistent storage and perform its tasks, which also has a cost, that we report in terms of aggregate cost over complete post hoc application runs at varying concurrency (Fig. 11) . Finally, we conduct weak-scaling studies of several application configurations run in situ (Fig. 12) for the purpose of comparing with the similar-concurrency post hoc runs. Cost of writes. In Fig. 10 , we compare a SENSEI-enabled Baseline run to a version of Baseline instrumented to perform data writes at every timestep. The one-time costs for both initialize and finalize have a combination of the SENSEI and miniapplication computational overhead. The SENSEI data interface computational and memory overhead is demonstrated to be negligible in §4.1.2. For the 1K run, the write cost has little impact on the overall time to solution. In the 6K run, the writes take about four times as much as the simulation itself. In the 45K run, the writes take about 20× as much time. It is no surprise that I/O takes a substantial time or on-disk storage (2GB per time step for 1K, 16GB per time step for 6K and 123 GB per time step for 45K runs). Figure 10 presents a file-per-core VTK I/O, which should be faster, than a more traditional, but slower, MPI-IO approach (see Table 1 ).
For the MPI-IO implementation, we relied on a vanilla MPI collective I/O (using MPI_Type_create_subarray, MPI_File_set_view, MPI_File_write_all) to save the multi-dimensional arrays. We set the striping using NERSC's recommended stripe_large command. By following the MPI and NERSC recommendations, we get suboptimal, but realistic performance.
Cost of reads. In a typical post hoc use case, all simulation cores will be producing data, although the exact mechanism for doing I/Ocollective, non-collective, many-to-few, etc.-will vary from implementation to implementation. In contrast, on the read side, it is typically the case that far fewer cores are involved in post hoc analysis. In our studies below of read costs, we use 10% of the cores used in each of the write configurations above. While this number is somewhat arbitrary, it reflects our experience in post hoc use cases.
In Fig. 11 , we compare the read times for doing post hoc versions of the histogram and autocorrelation computations, along with a ParaViewbased slice extraction/rendering. This figure shows significant variability in read times on the NERSC Lustre system at scale. This variability could come from (1) sharing the I/O system resources across the processes of individual run and/or (2) internal and external interference with our runs from multiple simultaneous running programs, which are discussed in detail by Lofstead et al. [35] . Fig. 11 : The histogram, autocorrelation, slice with ParaView post hoc analysis and visualization with time broken out in a stacked bar chart including read (blue), process (orange) and write (grey). Note that since for the post hoc scenario, we are using 10% of the cores used to generate the data, we are showing core counts of 82, 650, and 4545. The autocorrelation runs were done using twice as many nodes (same number of MPI ranks) as the other runs since they need more memory to cache timesteps for the analysis.
There's no surprise here that the read takes a significant amount of time, as much as 5× to 10× that of the miniapplication itself. While changing the number of cores used for reads could change these results, we believe it demonstrates a common post hoc use of computational resources.
Comparing In Situ and Post Hoc configurations. The overall times to solution for the in situ configurations, shown in Fig 12, are significantly faster than the post hoc configurations. While we did not construct a chart showing the sum of write and read times, it is easy to see the ∼9 seconds/write at 45K concurrency, multiplied by 100 timesteps, is significantly longer than any of the configurations shown in Fig. 12 . 
Science Application Examples
In the subsections that follow, we present results showing coupling three science application codes with the SENSEI in situ adaptor, and thence to in situ infrastructures. We selected these exemplar applications because they are known to scale on current extreme-scale DOE systems, and also we have a collaborative relationship with the code development teams. These applications cover a spectrum in advanced modeling and simulation including structured-and unstructured-mesh computational approaches.
PHASTA Science Application
Name of code. PHASTA solves the Navier-Stokes [36, 37] equations either directly (DNS) or after turbulence modeling [38] using a stabilized finite element method. It has scaled to over 3M processes [39] on applications ranging from fundamental science benchmarks like channel flow [40] to more complex systems like aircraft [41, 42] , cardiovascular systems [43, 44] and multiphase flow [45, 46] . It is an open source code [47] led by K.E. Jansen. In Situ implementation. PHASTA's 1 core computational routines are written in Fortran 90 and compute over an unstructured grid. The data adaptor uses VTK's zero-copy ability to map the nodal coordinates and field variables while the VTK grid connectivity is a full copy. The grid and fields are constructed as needed but the pointers to the PHASTA grid data structures are passed every time in situ is accessed.
The SENSEI infrastructure used Catalyst functionality to generate image outputs from slices, which are 2D slices extracted from a 3D mesh and pseudo-colored by velocity magnitude. To reduce executable size, we used a specific Catalyst Edition that includes rendering and a small subset of the filters available in VTK and ParaView. This Edition executable size was 153 MB after SENSEI, Catalyst and its dependencies (e.g. OSMesa) were statically linked with PHASTA. Without static linking, the executable size was 87 MB.
Platform. Our target platform for running PHASTA was Mira, a BlueGene/Q, at Argonne National Laboratory. PHASTA runs most efficiently on Mira with 4 MPI ranks per core which results in 64 MPI ranks per node. This results in 256 MB of memory per MPI rank. With SENSEI's Catalyst slice output, an image size of 800x200 was able to be generated keeping the same run configuration. When the image output size was increased to 2900x725, the simulation ran out of memory so the number of MPI ranks per core was halved and the number of cores used was doubled. The runs we performed on Mira include: Note that all runs were done outputting images every other time step. Application results. PHASTA was used to simulate flow over a vertical tail-rudder assembly for a geometry that exactly matches the configuration of an ongoing wind tunnel experiment. As shown in Figure 13 , SENSEI provides live, reconfigurable data analytics from an ongoing simulation. This capability enables the science in two important ways. First, it allows scientists and engineers to confirm that the ongoing simulation is properly set up since they can quickly scan the domain to be sure realistic results are being obtained. Second, PHASTA allows many of its input parameters to be reconfigured on the fly. In this way the SENSEI results close the loop on live problem redefinition thus enabling scientists and engineers to interactively explore the fluid flow and see the response in "really useful" time. In this particular application, a very small synthetic jet is placed near the point where the flow would otherwise separate but, using visual feedback from images provided by SENSEI, the frequency and the amplitude of the flow control can be manipulated to interactively determine the combination that, through interactions with the primary flow structures, provide the most improvement to the aerodynamic performance of the aircraft. Discussion. The main purpose of these runs was to examine how well the SENSEI infrastructure worked at large scale. We started with the IS1 and IS2 runs in order to get a baseline for code performance at a reasonably high process count. We then pushed for the larger IS3 run to ensure that SENSEI will operate efficiently at the problem and compute size that codes like PHASTA are targeting. The timing numbers are shown in Table 2 .
The time spent in in situ is deemed reasonable for the IS1 and IS3 runs with 8.2% and 13% of the run time dedicated to in situ processing. Taking 33% of the compute time for the IS2 run case may be considered excessive enough for some data scientists to avoid using in situ. Because of this, we delved further into the timings to analyze what could be improved. The SENSEI one-time costs are a very small fraction of the total compute time and the in situ compute time per time step dominates. We found it surprising that there was a significant increase in in situ compute time per time step when changing the size of the outputted image (runs IS1 and IS2) while very little difference when the problem and compute size differed (runs IS2 and IS3). Upon further investigation, we determined that the ZLIB compression time in generating the PNG file was the culprit. This is a serial process only computed on rank 0. For an 8 process toy problem, the in situ compute time per time step went from 4.03 seconds to 0.518 seconds when skipping the compression portion of generating the PNG file. Table 2 : PHASTA execution times in seconds.
In Situ
AVF/Leslie Science Application
Name of code. AVF-LESLIE [48, 49, 50] is a reactive flow multiphysics code for Direct Numerical Simulation or Large Eddy Simulation (DNS/LES) investigation of canonical reactive flows. It solves the reactive multi-species compressible Navier-Stokes equations using a finite volume discretization upon a Cartesian grid. AVF-LESLIE is written in FORTRAN90 and has capability to export volumetric datafiles in several formats. It has been used for various applications: flamevortex interaction, premixed flame turbulence interaction, non-reactive channel/Couette flow, and passive scalar mixing. In Situ implementation. We instrumented AVF-LESLIE (v10) with a SENSEI adaptor that calculates vorticity magnitude and exposes data array slices (to remove ghost cells). The SENSEI analysis adaptor was provided a VisIt session file to set up the visualization. The visualization consists of 3 isosurfaces and 3 slice planes of vorticity magnitude. Its purpose is to give a visual reference to the evolution of the turbulent flow features from initial mixing through homogeneous turbulence. Application results. The benchmarks study the strong-scaling characteristics of AVF-LESLIE, and the memory and computational overhead associated with the in situ methods and infrastructure.
Each run represents AVF-LESLIE running for 100 time steps, with SENSEI being called at each time step and Libsim analysis every 5 time steps. The study simulates unsteady dynamics of a temporally evolving planar mixing layer (TML). This type of fundamental flow mimics the dynamics encountered when two fluid layers slide past one another and is found in atmospheric and ocean fluid dynamics as well as combustion and chemical processing. The two sliding fluid layers are subject to inviscid instabilities and can evolve from largely 2D laminar flow into fully developed, 3D homogeneous turbulent flow as shown in [51] . Figure 14 presents visualizations of the TML flowfield at 10,000 and 200,000 time steps where the flow evolves from the initial flow field, vortex braids begin to form, wrap and then the flow breaks down leading to homogeneous turbulence, respectively.
Before in situ processing was implemented, AVF-LESLIE scaled well up to 16K cores, but efficiency degraded at higher core counts. After SENSEI/Libsim in situ rendering was added, the per-iteration time for AVF-LESLIE increased due to the time taken for in situ processing. The time taken to initialize SENSEI increases with processor count, largely due to one-time Libsim initialization costs (see §4.1.3). The analysis time "avf_insitu::analyze", which includes the time to expose data to SENSEI, read a session file, set up plots, perform data extraction, render geometry, create the composited image, and save the image, quickly exceeded the time spent in the solver "avf timestep" due to the complexity of the visualization, as shown in Figure 15 . In Situ analysis time is highly dependent on the complexity of the analysis, or in this case, the nature of visualizations being produced. Over the 100 time step run, the costs of calling Libsim to produce rendered images added an average of 1-1.5 seconds per time step to the solver runs over the numbers of cores tested.
Discussion. Since the Libsim visualization was complex, it was executed one out of every 5 times in which SENSEI was invoked by the solver. This means that 4/5 times, the SENSEI analysis time was low and the 1/5 times that Libsim analysis was invoked, the time was high. To see the actual costs of calling Libsim to produce the visualizations, AVF-LESLIE reported the time spent in SENSEI analysis for each time step. Figure 16 shows for the 65K run that the cost of generating the images via Libsim is in the range of 7-8 seconds while the normal SENSEI overhead for the data adaptor is less than 0.5 seconds, showing that SENSEI overhead is low and analysis overhead can be arbitrarily high, depending on the requested operations.
It is important to contrast the in situ overhead to the traditional post hoc workflow. At 1025 3 and 65K core, AVF requires approximately 24 seconds to save a time step of volume data. Therefore, based upon the current overhead numbers, one can afford 3-4 times greater temporal resolution for visualization and analysis in comparison to writing out volume data for post hoc processing. This capability is very important for transient data and resolving turbulent flow characteristics. Future work is focused on reducing this in situ overhead further and applying it towards extracting further knowledge about the TML flowfield.
Nyx -Computational Cosmology
Name of code. Nyx [52] is BoxLib-based code-co-developed by the Center for Computational Sciences and Engineering (CCSE) and the Center for Computational Cosmology (C 3 ) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory-for large-scale cosmological simulations exploring structure formation in the universe 2 .
Problem focus. We quantify the impact of integrating lightweight in situ analysis-computing histograms using VTK and slices using ParaView/Catalyst-on simulation time and memory requirements for a realistic application scenario. In contrast to the miniapplication study (Section §3.3), Nyx simulation time steps require significantly more compute time to complete, reducing the impact of analysis on the simulation. In Situ implementation. We consider only simulations that do not use adaptive mesh refinement and represent the domain as a single level, comprising axis-aligned rectilinear boxes. We avoid data replication by directly passing a pointer to the BoxLib data to VTK and blanking out ghost cells in the Nyx simulation by associating a vtkGhostLevels attribute-a byte array of flags marking ghost cells-with the mesh. Platform. We evaluate the impact of the SENSEI framework on the resource utilization of the Nyx code by running 40 timesteps, the 2 Nyx is available to CCSE collaborators at gamera.lbl.gov:/usr/local/gitroot/Nyx.gita. We used the Nyx "LyA" simulation based on Git revision "0b2a7e613c1c7f56108fd3b869e27fcfe0700e2b." Nyx is based on BoxLib, which is available at https://github.com/BoxLib-Codes/BoxLib. Our experiments used Git revision "d3f5141be3a8768bbf1d540f4172bdbd716970b1" of BoxLib.
typical number of steps comprising a convergence study [53] , on the Cori system at NERSC. We consider simulations with grid sizes of 1024 3 3 simulations. Wall-clock time differences between runs of the same simulation-due to differences in I/O and communication network utilization-were generally larger than the time added by the analysis. In fact, some runs without in situ analysis took longer to complete than some run with analysis enabled. Figure 17 shows that the in situ analysis time is negligible compared to solution time, both for the histogram and the slice at all concurrency levels. Since the simulation runs 40 timesteps and both histogram and slice require less than a second per time step, the total run time difference due to in situ analysis is less than a minute, less than a typical time difference between multiple runs of the same simulation. Memory overhead: We collected system memory statistics (VmPeak, VmSize, VmHWM, VmRSS) using BoxLib's built in profiling for all runs. Most statistics varied significantly over multiple runs of the same executable, making interpretation difficult. The peak resident set size (VmHWM) is the most stable measure across multiple runs. Based on these measurements, the memory overhead for the histogram is minimal, mainly due to the overhead of 2MB for the ghost zone array per MPI rank. The slice increases memory usage by 200-300MB, which is small compared to simulation size and memory available per node and consistent with our expectations based on the miniapplication study. Further experiments are necessary to quantify the exact memory overhead. Temporal resolution: Simulations typically only produce a plot file for analysis every 100th time step to avoid I/O. Figure 18 shows that the simulation changes significantly over a 100 time steps, making it difficult to track features. Producing images for every time step makes it possible to observe gradual changes in the simulation and easily track features. Posthoc analysis: Writing plot files takes approximately 17 seconds for 1024 3 , 80 seconds for 2048 3 and 312 seconds for 4096 3 , though these plot files contain eight variables, more than we use in the analysis. Even if some analysis needs to be performed post hoc, each plot file that does not need to be written to disk saves significant time, making it possible for in situ analysis to amortize itself. Discussion. In several use cases, in situ analysis can produce valuable results with barely noticeable impact on the simulation. Going forward, we need to add more analysis operations to the SENSEI framework. Typically Nyx simulations use 1-2 MPI ranks per compute node and use OpenMP within a node. For effective use in simulations, in situ analysis must support hybrid MPI+OpenMP (or other thread-based) execution models.
Discussion and Lesson Learned
The miniapplication, as a low-cost proxy for a simulation, proved to be a highly useful approach for studying the runtime/memory impact of in situ methods and infrastructures at scale. With the miniapplication, we were able to quickly identify and repair many bottlenecks that would otherwise not be apparent when run at smaller scale. It enabled us to quickly explore different design patterns for in situ methods, and to engage in an agile and rapid design/test cycle for the generic data interface. The miniapplication approach has a much lower cost-of-entry for these activities compared to working with a production simulation code.
Conclusion and Future Work
The primary findings suggest that, even in the presence of some variation from one in situ infrastructure or method to another, that the runtime and memory overhead for in situ methods and infrastructure is quite low, especially when compared to the performance of modern computational solver codes. We show that using in situ for analysis offers significant cost advantages when compared to the post hoc approach when using a traditional I/O path. The performance studies reveal room for improvement in all in situ infrastructures. For example, weak-scaling characteristics for a BSP design and execution pattern where there is a final reduction (e.g., Fig. 12 ) show room for improvement as concurrency increases. The studies, both miniapplication and science applications, focus on a specific type of design and execution pattern. Future work will examine additional design and execution patterns, as well as other types of in situ use cases and science applications having additional computational approaches, such as unstructured meshes and particle-based codes.
The idea of a generic data interface that would enable portability is something that is of significance. Our results show that a particular approach, the SENSEI generic in situ interface, ( §3.2) is highly flexible, has low overhead, and is broadly applicable to a potentially large number of simulation codes. It provides portability, so that a simulation using the interface can make use of, without code changes, four different in situ infrastructures. Conversely, an in situ method that makes use of this interface can, without code modifications, be used in multiple in situ infrastructures.
As platforms continue to evolve, it will be increasingly important that in situ methods and infrastructures are able to adapt to new platforms as well as new simulation codes that run on those platforms. For example, concepts like run-time configuration of shared cores within a node is of great interest, as simulations will often adapt themselves for optimal performance, perhaps by choosing core counts that allow them to meet certain memory footprint requirements, or by taking advantage of architectural features, like the burst buffers on Cori, to achieve accelerated staging operations or as a workaround to node-level memory limitations. In Situ methods and infrastructures need to adapt to work harmoniously in these settings. Ongoing benchmarking will aid in better understanding how changes in architecture and system components might affect the balance of in situ vs. post hoc performance. We found Cori to be a highly useful platform. We complemented those results with large-scale science application runs on Mira and Titan; the in situ elements of those runs performed as predicted by the the miniapplication results on Cori.
